Snapshot of Sage HRMS customer experiences Tuesday, July 28

Featured
conversations

Success
strategies

Product
lessons

Interactive
learning

Tuesday, July 28

Tuesday, July 28

Tuesday, July 28

Tuesday, July 28

HR-6: How to prepare for
the Affordable Care Act
(ACA)

Learn by doing. Explore
products and new
capabilities in guided
sessions led by Sage
experts. Interactive
learning formats are held
in smaller groups allowing
you to ask the questions
that matter to you.

Sage conversation

TL-101: Go beyond
buzzwords—focus on
building your company’s
value
TL-120: Loyalty loop:
How little things add up to
big business!
TL-150: Affordable Care
Act: a year in the rearview
mirror and what’s next
CS-101: How to be a
business rule breaker
CS-105: Mastering
innovation

HR-7: Getting started with
an HR solution
HR-8: Adding Sage
HRMS to your Sage
solution
HR-9: Why HR matters to
your organization
HR-10: Compliance:
Embrace employee
analytics and stop rolling
the dice

Trending on
Sage City

Networking

Tuesday, July 28

Tuesday, July 28

Tuesday, July 28

These forums allow you
to ask questions, share
ideas, and solve
issues. Led by Sage
experts and seasoned
customers, you get a mix
of real-world use cases
and deep product
expertise.

Participate in your choice
of peer-led roundtable
topics, featuring trending
topics on Sage City.

Sage Summit brings
together the Sage
community all in one
place. Build your network
and meet with people
who share your
perspective (or who can
show you a new one) by
experiencing the entire
Sage Campus—explore
sponsors, Sage solution
showcase, Sage
consulting center,
sponsor theaters,
broadcast studio, social
hub, receptions, mobile
app, and more!

Deep dive
collaborative learning

Snapshot of Sage HRMS customer experiences Wednesday, July 29

Featured
conversations

Success
strategies

Product
lessons

Interactive
learning

Wednesday, July 29

Wednesday, July 29

Wednesday, July 29

Wednesday, July 29

Broke and desperate.
Discover the story of
three women who,
through business,
reinvented their lives
through invention,
education, technology,
and most important,
perseverance.

TL-124: Little changes,
big results

HR-11: Getting and
keeping the right talent

TL-138: The nine biggest
money wasters in your
business

HR-12: The changing
workforce and you

HR-19: Using SAP
Crystal Reports with Sage
HRMS: Part 1 (hands-on)

TL-132: Profit first—how
to make any business
highly profitable by the
very next deposit

HR-13: HR for your ERP
HR-14: 15 factors to
consider when processing
payroll

HR-20: Using SAP
Crystal Reports with Sage
HRMS: Part 2 (hands-on)

Trending on
Sage City

Networking

Wednesday, July 29

Wednesday, July 29

Wednesday, July 29

These forums allow you
to ask questions, share
ideas, and solve
issues. Led by Sage
experts and seasoned
customers, you get a mix
of real-world use cases
and deep product
expertise.

Participate in your choice
of peer-led roundtable
topics, featuring trending
topics on Sage City.

Sage Summit brings
together the Sage
community all in one
place. Build your network
and meet with people
who share your
perspective (or who can
show you a new one) by
experiencing the entire
Sage Campus—explore
sponsors, Sage solution
showcase, Sage
consulting center,
sponsor theaters,
broadcast studio, social
hub, receptions, mobile
app, and more!

Deep dive
collaborative learning

Snapshot of Sage HRMS customer experiences Thursday, July 30

Featured
conversations

Success
strategies

Product
lessons

Interactive
learning

Thursday, July 30

Thursday, July 30

Thursday, July 30

Thursday, July 30

Stay hungry. Stay
foolish. Steve Jobs'
mantra. This panel will
showcase how innovation
by design drives new and
breakthrough products
and businesses.
Finding your fan base.
Creating your own
business, much like being
successful in
entertainment, takes a
level of tenacity and
ultimately finding a
client/consumer/fan base
who'll support you. From
TV to music to sports,
panelists will discuss
persevering through the
hard times, experiencing
the highs of success, and
eventually finding the fan
base who support their
careers.

TL-140: Take the test:
Determine your small
business health score

HR-15: Punching in for
improved workforce
management

TL-142: Profit impact of
business intelligence

HR-17: Sage HRMS 2016
and beyond

TL-143: The next two
years: your growth and
opportunities
and the latest political,
economic, and
technological
trends that will dominate
your business

HR-18: Sage Employer
Solutions roadmap

TL-151: The
phenomenon of mobile
TL-159: Replacing the
annual performance
appraisal ritual

HR-21: ACA and My
Workforce Analyzer: Or
how I learned to stop
worrying and love ACA

Trending on
Sage City

Networking

Thursday, July 30

Thursday, July 30

Thursday, July 30

These forums allow you
to ask questions, share
ideas, and solve
issues. Led by Sage
experts and seasoned
customers, you get a mix
of real-world use cases
and deep product
expertise.

Participate in your choice
of peer-led roundtable
topics, featuring trending
topics on Sage City.

Sage Summit brings
together the Sage
community all in one
place. Build your network
and meet with people
who share your
perspective (or who can
show you a new one) by
experiencing the entire
Sage Campus—explore
sponsors, Sage solution
showcase, Sage
consulting center,
sponsor theaters,
broadcast studio, social
hub, receptions, mobile
app, and more!

Deep dive
collaborative learning

